10,000 INDIVIDUALS ON THE PATH TO STABILITY IN 10 YEARS
One step at a time. One person at a time.
When we work in a UNITED WAY we help people in our community achieve stability.

Our community needs you to help
#PaveThePath for people who are struggling.
  Your gift fills the potholes.
  Your gift smooths the bumps.
  Your gift inspires success by building up people and neighborhoods.
Without your gift, many in our community will continue to struggle.

Join the fight for ALICE* and our community.
Help us reach our community goal of 10,000 individuals on the path to stability in 10 years.
Be a part of Destination: Stability.
  #PaveThePath!

*Asset Limited, Income Constrained, Employed

Connect With Us:
www.browncountyunitedway.org